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➤ A Python-based CLIMate LABoratory for 
education and research!


➤ Toolkit for building climate models from 
modular components


➤ Designed for easy, interactive investigation

➤ Open-source, documented and hosted on 

GitHub.  
➤ Development funded through NSF CAREER 

award
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The climlab.Process object:
State variablesInput

(forcing, 
boundary conditions)

Tendencies

With climlab you build models as hierarchical trees of these objects
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Current capabilities in CLIMLAB

➤ Insolation and orbital calculations

➤ Several radiation schemes (including RRTMG) 
➤ Simple convection schemes

➤ Bulk formula boundary layer schemes

➤ Flexible advection-diffusion solvers along arbitrary dimensions

➤ Slab ocean and diffusive deep ocean

➤ Simple land surface scheme (bucket hydrology)

➤ Arbitrary combinations of all-of-the-above on 1D, 2D or 3D grids.

➤ (partial) integration with xarray for data management and visualization 

http://climlab.readthedocs.io
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The goal of climlab is to enable more and 
better science with climate models across 
the hierarchy of complexity:

➤more transparent 

➤more reproducible 

➤more accessible to students

This begins in the classroom.   
Active learning with climate models!

http://climlab.readthedocs.io
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A full semester of Jupyter notebooks leveraging climlab

COMING SOON: first release of 
“The Climate Laboratory”


An open-source, interactive textbook 
powered by JupyterBook







From isothermal initial condition to Radiative-Convective Equilibrium
This animation is built interactively in the notebook using matplotlib.animation



Impact, uptake, and usage of CLIMLAB

• Latest version 0.7.5 released July 2019 
• 63 students used it in my classes (undergrad + grad) 
• Used by small handful of instructors elsewhere 
• 85 stars, 35 forks on GitHub 
• 48 issues closed, 54 PRs closed 
• Uncounted emails, tweets, and hallway 

conversations 
•  5 citations of JOSS paper

Lots of community interest, but less actual use, 
not much community development



What I would not do if I were starting the 
CLIMLAB project today

• Write numerical code before designing a user interface


• Create clunky custom data structure for grid-aware operations


• Extensive use of class inheritance, implicit **kwargs 


• Write documentation focusing on implementation rather than use


• Single, monolithic code base (resource-intensive compile-and-test)


• Support Python 2

CLIMLAB

My impression: many of these issues are barriers to new users and potential user-developers



CLIMLAB 2.0
• Goals? 

• More intuitive and extensible user interface 

• More comprehensible codebase 

• Easier, more interactive visualization 

• Clear framework and roadmap for development of new science capabilities 

• How? 
• CLIMLAB processes will consume and produce xarray objects


• More explicit inputs and outputs, fewer hidden details. Fewer classes, more functions!


• Federation of packages: climlab will focus on UI and model coupling. Numerics (e.g. RRTMG wrapper) spun off


• Separate viz package powered by Bokeh will enable live, browser-based animations of in-memory simulations


• When?  
• … 


• Sooner if I get a few more helping hands

CLIMLAB
also, probably, a better logo



When I began this project…. (January 2014) 

• Science libraries were mostly Python 2 only


• xarray (now a core dependency) didn’t exist (v0.1 released May 2014)


• Jupyter notebook was called IPython notebook (v1.1)


• Jupyterhub didn’t exist (v0.1 released March 2015)


• conda-forge didn’t exist (2016)  


• I was distributing *.py files to students by email

The evolving ecosystem

Being part of this extremely rapid, community-driven 
explosion of tools has been both a joy and a frustration.  

Mostly a joy.



Resources
➤CLIMLAB meta-paper: Rose (2018): CLIMLAB: a Python toolkit for interactive, process-

oriented climate modeling, JOSS (3), doi:10.21105/joss.00659  

➤CLIMLAB source code:  https://github.com/brian-rose/climlab 
➤Documentation: http://climlab.readthedocs.io 
➤Lecture notes in Jupyter notebook format:  

➤Source: https://github.com/brian-rose/ClimateModeling_courseware 
➤To view as static pages: http://nbviewer.ipython.org/github/brian-rose/

ClimateModeling_courseware/blob/master/index.ipynb 
➤To run in the cloud: https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/brian-rose/

ClimateModeling_courseware/master
CLIMLAB software and course notes are open-source and under active development. 

Community contributions very welcome. Fork away!
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Assignment: reproduce some published figures on high-latitude insolation (solsticial and seasonally integrated)

Huybers (2006) Science



CLIMLAB in the classroom

The problem:  
Deploying “serious” scientific software (e.g. the RRTMG radiation code) so it’s 
accessible to students who’ve never compiled a Fortran code before 

Two solutions:

Pre-built binaries, “one-click” installation 
on Mac, Linux and Windows!

Running climlab remotely 
through a JupyterHub server

CLIMLAB



A community led collection of 
build recipes, infrastructure and 
distributions for the conda 
package manager.

Harnesses several CI services to 
build working binaries for Mac, 
Linux and Windows, and make


I (the climlab developer) don’t 
need to touch Windows at all!

It “just works”



Running climlab remotely with JupyterHub
A dedicated JupyterHub server with a 

complete and consistent Python environment

(UAlbany credentials required)

Cloud-based Jupyter and 
climlab with binder!



The next big thing: Packaging my loose collection of notebooks with JupyterBook

https://jupyterbook.org/

(coming soon)


